
Expanded WiFi coverage with a Rasp Pi access point network

 Beacons
A network of access points consisting of several Raspberry Pi 

computers provides an economical way to establish reliable WiFi 

access, even in difficult-to-reach areas. The resulting coverage is 

good enough that you can freely roam, even with latency-sensitive 

applications like video chat. By Werner Hein

Frequently, the private place you 
have found for conducting a video 
chat via a mobile device does not 
provide a high enough WiFi data 

transmission rate for smooth and consistent 
transmission. This problem can arise in mul-
tistory apartment buildings with reinforced 
floors or in a remote corner of your yard. Re-
ception issues are caused either by insuffi-
cient signal strength or getting tangled in the 
channel underbrush of neighboring WiFi net-
works whose access points unfortunately use 
channels that overlap that of your network.

Data Rates
The WiFi standard currently most often used 
is IEEE 802.11g, and it is the basis of the dis-
cussion in this article. This standard specifies 
a data rate of 54Mbps when fully utilizing 
20MHz channel spacing. In practice, an ac-
tual effective data rate of only about 22Mbps 
can be obtained, even under ideal condi-
tions.

This effective data rate is further reduced if 
neighboring WiFi cells either completely or 
partially (in 5MHz segments) overlap with 
the channel area of your own access point. If 
the reception quality at either endpoint of the 
wireless link falls below a threshold, which 
is specific to each receiving device, then the 
data rate deteriorates significantly. The re-
ception performance in open space between 
the access point and the receiving unit is ap-
proximately inversely proportional to the 
square of the distance. Le
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An even more dramatic effect on reception 
quality can be observed in buildings con-
structed with metal components extending 
over large areas, such as steel reinforced 
floors. These components act as reflectors, 
and reception performance may drop practi-
cally to zero merely by moving around a cou-
ple of feet. This effect can be due to destruc-
tive interference of radio waves that cause 
the signal to fade or to simple obstruction of 
the receiver.

Although you may be able to come to an 
agreement with your neighbors on the choice 

of WiFi channels, the realities of physics do 
not allow for negotiation with buildings and 
distances. (See the box “Why Not Use a Re-
peater?”)

Planning the FRequencies
The IEEE 802.11b standard introduced a 
channel spacing of 5MHz for WiFi networks 
in the 2.4GHz band, which spans 2,400 to 
2,484MHz. The channel spacing begins with 
channel 1, which has a center frequency of 
2,412MHz and a bandwidth of about 22MHz. 
The downward-compatible successor 802.11g 

WiFi repeaters appear to offer an easy work-
around to dead or weak reception areas. The re-
peaters act as separate access points that have 
the same transmission and security settings as 
the primary access point. However, the data 
rate observed by the receiver is actually re-
duced by about half because a repeater has to 
communicate via radio signal with both the re-
ceiver and the primary access point. For the 
801.11g standard, this means the data rate is re-
duced to about 11Mbps.

This approach only works when there are no 
channel issues with neighboring WiFi networks 
and the transmission power of the primary ac-
cess point at the repeater is such that the signal 
received by the repeater exceeds the repeater’s 
receiving threshold for the maximum data rate. 
Otherwise, each additional repeater quickly 
drives the effective data rate into single-digit 
territory.

Access points that have been connected to one 
another via an Ethernet backbone offer a much 
better solution. This setup ensures that the data 

is transmitted only once between the receiver 
and the particular access point with which the 
client software has registered.

In this solution, each access point obtains its 
own IP address. To simplify network configura-
tion, a network bridge couples the wireless and 
wired LANs directly inside the link layer (i.e., 
OSI Layer 2). Figure 1 displays the schematic 
for this network structure.

In the solution here, the Rasp Pis assume the 
role of access points that have been configured 
with identical SSIDs and security settings (e.g., 
using WPA2-PSK). The Rasp Pis also take on the 
role of the network bridge. A separate network 
router provides all additional network services, 
including DHCP, DNS, or routing.

For this setup, you should assign static IP ad-
dresses for the network bridges. You also need 
to communicate the static IP address assign-
ment to the DHCP server of the router by re-
moving these IP address from the IP lease ad-
dress range.

Why Not Use a rePeater?

Figure 1: A schematic representation of the envisioned network structure.
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block. Note that this discussion applies to 
Europe. The situation in the United States is 
slightly different, because only 11 channels 
are available.

Figure 2 shows the frequency ranges of the 
four channels at the top; the bottom shows 
how these channels are physically arranged 
to minimize mutual interference.

When starting to plan frequencies, you 
should first obtain an overview of the WiFi 
neighborhood. This task is best done with a 
notebook computer because notebooks usu-
ally have superior receiving antennas. Linux 
lets you obtain this information by issuing 
the iwlist command from the wireless-tools 
package in the following format:

$ sudo iwlist wlan0 scanning

This command will give you a list of neigh-
boring access points together with the chan-
nel used for each and the locally irradiated 
power. By repeating this procedure at vari-
ous locations and observing variations in 
signal strength, you can get a rough esti-
mate of the location of neighboring broad-
cast cells. At this point, you may be able to 
discuss optimal WiFi channel settings with 
your neighbors.

aRming the RasP Pis
I used the current release of the Raspbian 
Wheezy [1] distribution to run the Rasp Pi 
access points. To download the required 
packages for the purposes of this example, 
type the following command line at the 
console:

$ sudo apt‑get install iw hostapd bridge‑utils

A WiFi USB stick is suitable for this setup as 
long as it fulfills two requirements: availabil-
ity of a Linux driver and support for running 
in access point mode. You can find out which 
sticks come with suitable drivers by review-
ing relevant forums and wikis, such as 
eLin ux.org [2] or Linux Wireless [3].

The output of the dmesg and iw list com-
mands will list the functionality supported 
by a WiFi USB stick. By studying this infor-
mation, you can get an idea of whether the 
stick is suitable for the planned endeavor. 
Listing 1 [4] provides an example.

Figure 3 shows a Rasp Pi operating as a 
WiFi access point with antennas that can be 
rotated and swiveled. USB sticks with de-
tachable antennas are optimal for use. You 
will then be able to exchange an original an-
tenna for a newer model with directional 

uses a similar schema. The difference is that 
the maximum data rate is already obtained 
by means of a signal bandwidth of just under 
20MHz.

Because of the 5MHz channel spacing, the 
20MHz channel bandwidth, and the overall 
80MHz frequency block, only channels 1, 5, 
9, and 13 are such that their bandwidths do 
not overlap and thus achieve the maximum 
data rate. Any time you choose a different 
channel, you obtain only three 20MHz 
channel aggregations that do not overlap, 
which leads to unused bandwidth at the 
lower and upper limits of the frequency 

Figure 2: At the top are the 802.11g channels in the 2.4GHz band. At the bottom is the optimal 

arrangement of broadcast cells, taking channel repetition into account.

[...]

[    3.212744] usb 1‑1.2: new high‑speed USB device number 4 using

dwc_otg

[...]

[    3.400052] usb 1‑1.2: Product: 802.11 n WLAN

[    3.409572] usb 1‑1.2: Manufacturer: Ralink

[...]

[    5.580236] cfg80211: Calling CRDA to update world regulatory domain

[...]

[    6.549881] usbcore: registered new interface driver rt2800usb

[...]

ListiNg 1: Sample Functionality of WiFi USB Stick
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characteristics or greater antenna gain, or for 
a model that can be mounted outside.

setting uP the access 
Points
The access point daemon of the Rasp Pi is 
configured by making appropriate changes in 
a total of four files [5]. Use the schema shown 
in Listing 2 to configure the networking units 
in the /etc/network/interfaces file. In this 
example, I assume that the network has the 
network address 192.168.0.0/ 24.

So that every access point in your network 
can find its way around, you need to extend 
the file /etc/resolv.conf by at least entering 
the line nameserver 192.168.0.1.

For the daemon to start with each system 
launch, you only need to enter the line 
DAEMON_CONF=/etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf 
into the /etc/default/hostapd file.

The actual configuration then takes place 
in the /etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf file. This 
file should be accessible only by the system 
administrator, or root, because it contains the 
secret private session key in cleartext.

The commands from Listing 3 configure 
access points AP0 and AP1 in such a way 
that they also support the Inter Access Point 
protocol (IAPP) according to the retracted 
802.11f standard. This mobility procedure is 
designed so that each access point with 
which a receiving device registers communi-
cates this fact to all other access points. 
These then delete the device from their list 
of clients.

Figure 3: A Rasp Pi used as a WiFi access point.

# /etc/network/interfaces for AP0

# (AP1 has been commented out)

auto lo

iface lo inet loopback

auto br0

iface br0 inet static

  address 192.168.0.100  #AP0

# address 192.168.0.101  #AP1

  netmask 255.255.255.0

  broadcast 192.168.0.255

  gateway 192.168.0.1

  bridge_ports eth0 wlan0

ListiNg 2: Configuring Networking Units

# /etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf
# for AP0 (note that AP1 information has been commented out)

# general
ctrl_interface=/var/run/hostapd
ctrl_interface_group=0
driver=nl80211
eap_server=0

logger_syslog=‑1
logger_syslog_level=0
logger_stdout=‑1
logger_stdout_level=0

# interfaces
interface=wlan0           # WiFi device
bridge=br0                # WiFi‑to‑LAN bridge
iapp_interface=br0        # Device for 802.11f messages

# WiFi configuration
channel=5                 # AP0
#channel=9                # AP1
ssid=PiNetwork
ignore_broadcast_ssid=0
hw_mode=g
country_code=DE
beacon_int=100
dtim_period=5

# Authentication
macaddr_acl=0
auth_algs=1

# Encryption
wpa=2                     # AP only offers WPA2
wpa_key_mgmt=WPA‑PSK      # commonly used without Fast‑BSS‑Transition
# commonly used with Fast‑BSS‑Transition:
# wpa_key_mgmt=WPA‑PSK FT‑PSK
rsn_pairwise=CCMP
wpa_passphrase=topsecret  # PSK is the same for all APs

ListiNg 3: Configuring Access Points
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The standard IEEE 802.11f standardizes an 
additional mobility procedure, in that it regu-
lates a fast BSS transition or handoff from one 
access point to another. You should take great 
care in setting up this configuration. In case of 
any doubts, you should omit this part com-
pletely. It would not be a great loss, because 
hardly any devices, aside from Linux systems 
with WPA supplicant, support this procedure.

For specifying a fast BSS transition accord-
ing to the 802.11r standard, simply append 
the lines from Listing 4 to the /etc/hostapd/
hostapd.conf file (see Listing 3) and modify 
the contents according to the specifications 
of the devices used in your WiFi network. 
Modifying the MAC addresses is especially 
important.

in oPeRation
Because the Rasp Pis have been substantially 
reconfigured, you should do a reboot to acti-
vate them as access points. Once activated, 
the main task will be to test how well a re-
ceiving device can roam between the access 
points and still maintain a satisfactory data 
connection. For the test application, you can 
establish a Skype video chat connection be-
tween the mobile device and one of the sta-
tionary devices inside the home network.

Mobile phones scan for a WiFi connection 
about every 10 seconds. They then use the 
information on reception power to deter-
mine whether it is necessary to change to 
another access point. In contrast to mobile 
transmission, in which the handoff is com-
pletely controlled by the network, the termi-
nal device has to make decisions for itself in 
a WiFi network.

In my tests, a mobile phone was able to 
switch between the two Rasp Pi access points 
AP0 and AP1 without any difficulty. At times, 
marginal interruptions occurred with multiple 
transitions between the access points.

notebook anD WPa 
suPPlicant
By now, most Linux distributions rely on 
the Network Manager administration tool 
for WiFi network connections. The disad-
vantage in this is that Network Manager 
adaptively regulates the WiFi scan rate it-
self, without allowing any influence by the 
user. Thus, you can easily find yourself out-
side of the optimal area of reception of one 
access point before Network Manager no-
tices that a second access point providing 
better reception has become available. This 
situation leads to a noticeable stuttering in 
the connection.

# /etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf Extension for AP0 (with AP1 commented out)

#

# 802.11r Mobility Management Configuration, Part 1

# Note: the br0‑MAC is obtained via the command 'ifconfig br0'

mobility_domain=a0b1           # Domain ID for all APs is the same

nas_identifier=7cdd90affeff    # AP0: own br0‑MAC serves as NAS/R0KH‑ID

# nas_identifier=7cdd90affe4d  # AP1: own br0‑MAC serves as NAS/R0KH‑ID

r0_key_lifetime=10000

r1_key_holder=7cdd90affeff     # AP0: own br0‑MAC serves as R1KH‑ID

# r1_key_holder=7cdd90affe4d   # AP1: own br0‑MAC serves as R1KH‑ID

reassociation_deadline=1000

pmk_r1_push=1

# 802.11r Mobility Management Configuration, Part 2

# symmetrical structure, the corresponding other APs are R0/R1 Key Holder

# with 2 APs there is exactly one other R0/R1 Key Holder for each

# Note: Target‑MAC as well as NAS/R0HK‑ID and R1KH‑ID are identical here

# Careful: 128‑Bit

# Keys need to match in a pairwise fashion. For example:

#    AP0: R0KH key with target AP1 must equal AP1's R1KH key with target AP0

#    AP0: R1KH key with target AP1 must equal AP1's R0KH key with target AP0

# For a third AP, extend the entries for R0HK und R1HK accordingly

r0kh=7c:dd:90:af:fe:4d 7cdd90affe4d 0f0e0d0c0b0a09080706050403020100

r1kh=7c:dd:90:af:fe:4d 7c:dd:90:af:fe:4d 000102030405060708090a0b0c0d0e0f

#r0kh=7c:dd:90:af:fe:ff 7cdd90affeff 000102030405060708090a0b0c0d0e0f

#r1kh=7c:dd:90:af:fe:ff 7c:dd:90:af:fe:ff 0f0e0d0c0b0a09080706050403020100

ListiNg 4: Mobility Management Configuration

# /etc/network/interfaces
auto lo
iface lo inet loopback
iface wlan0 inet manual
wpa‑roam /etc/wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant.conf
iface default inet dhcp

ListiNg 5: Modifying /etc/ network/ interfaces

# /etc/wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant.conf

update_config=1

ctrl_interface=DIR=/var/run/wpa_supplicant GROUP=netdev

ap_scan=1

network={

  scan_freq=2412 2432 2452 2472

# conduct WiFi scans at more than ‑40dBm every 20 seconds,

# otherwise every 10 seconds

  bgscan="simple:10:‑40:20"

  ssid="PiNetwork"

  scan_ssid=1

  proto=RSN

  pairwise=CCMP

  group=CCMP

# key_mgmt=WPA‑PSK  # without fast BSS transition

  key_mgmt=FT‑PSK   # with fast BSS transition

  psk="topsecret"

}

ListiNg 6: Modifying /etc/ wpa_supplicant/ wpa_supplicant.conf
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You can prevent this interruption by switch-
ing the device mode to WPA supplicant [6]. 
Among other things, this approach allows you 
to specify the scan periods. In Debian-based 
systems, you achieve this as follows:

$ sudo apt‑get install wpasupplicant wpagui

Afterward, you will need to modify the /etc/
network/interfaces (Listing 5) and /etc/
wpa_supplicant/wpa_suppli cant.conf files 
(Listing 6) accordingly.

If Network Manager is still active, you can 
stop it by means of the sudo service net‑
work‑manager stop command and then 
switch over to the WPA supplicant with the 
sudo ifup wlan0 command. The accompany-
ing graphical user interface can be started by 
calling wpa_gui.

The most important characteristic of a fast 
BSS transition is that it dispenses with four-
way authentication. Even so, I did not ob-
serve any significant change or improvement 
of the handoff times, regardless of whether 
fast BSS transitions were used.

In my tests, the corresponding log of the 
WPA supplicant package on the notebook 
computer (Figure 4) indicated handoff times 
of just under a tenth of a second in fast BSS 
transition mode. Occasionally, barely notice-

able jerkiness occurred in the video chat dur-
ing repeated transitions between the two ac-
cess points. These small hiccups were con-
siderably less noticeable than what was ex-
perienced with Network Manager.

conclusion
Setting up an optimal broadcast network is a 
science unto itself. Using several Rasp Pis as 
distributed access points makes it technically 
easier and more financially feasible to config-
ure a satisfactory solution. The tiny comput-
ers use a reasonable amount of electricity, 
and in practice, the expanded broadcast net-
work remains transparent for the user, even 
with time-critical applications.  ● ● ●

Figure 4: The WPA supplicant system log in the WPA GUI on a notebook.
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